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Introduction

Fig.1. The architecture of SA-GruKT

To  provide students with personalized guidance and personalized teaching is a key concern in the field of 
education.Deep knowledge tracing can trace students' learning situations in real-time, predict students' future 
performance, and obtain students' knowledge mastery by analyzing students' exercise record.This paper try to 
design a knowledge tracing model to improve the prediction accuracy of learners' performance.

Summary                                                         
This paper mainly aims at the long dependency problem of the traditional deep knowledge tracing 
model, through the use of GRU neural network combined with the self-attention mechanism, 
extracts the characteristics of long sequence data, reasonably allocates the weight of hidden 
state information, and avoids the problem of information loss. On two datasets for knowledge 
tracing, our model has better performance than DKT. In the follow-up study, we will consider 
improving the deep knowledge tracing model by adding more personalized features in students’ 
learning process or choosing a more appropriate network structure to achieve knowledge tracing, 
so as to promote the further development of personalized education.
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The proposed model and Experiments 

This paper proposes a deep knowledge tracing model
based on self-attention and the GRU neural network，
which is more efficient and solves the problem of long-
term dependence.
The structure of the model is shown in Fig.1, which 
consists of two parts: students modeling and prediction 
output.The learning interaction input takes the question 
qt  and the answer  at as the input.The prediction output 
uses the self-attention to calculate the correlation 
weight between the features of the students' historical 
learning sequence data. Fig.2.  Experimental results

A weight vector matrix is generated, then through the 
sigmoid function, the GRU neural network’s hidden tate 
vector of the students at time t and the attention weight 
vector matrix are used as inputs to predict the 
performance of the students at time t+1.


